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ABSTRACT

The problem of data association remains central in multitarget� multisensor� and multiplatform tracking� Lagrangian
relaxation methods have been shown to yield near optimal answers in real�time� The necessarity of improvement in
the quality of these solutions warrants a continuing interest in these methods� A partial branch�and�bound technique
along with adequate branching and ordering rules are developed� Lagrangian relaxation is used as a branching
method and as a method to calculate the lower bound for subproblems� The result shows that the branch�and�bound
framework greatly improves the solution quality of the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm and yields better multiple
solutions in less time than relaxation alone�

Keywords� Lagrangian Relaxation Algorithm� Branch�and�Bound� Multidimensional Assignment Problem� Multi�
target Tracking

�� INTRODUCTION

The multiframe data association problem for multitarget and multisensor tracking is formulated as a multidimensional
assignment problem� This formulation is a superset of almost all MHT approaches to multiframe processing� The
construction of real�time solutions to this fundamental problem has been achieved by the use of Lagrangian relaxation
techniques� but the quest for improvements approaching optimality without full branch and bound techniques will
remain a fundamental problem for some time� In this work� we examine a couple of techniques for improving the
solution quality and demonstrate their e�ectiveness on some di�cult tracking problems�

The multiframe data association problem is formulated as a multidimensional assignment problem��� as
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Here� c����� is arbitrarily de�ned to be zero and is included for notational convenience� The zero index is used
to representing missing data� false alarms� initiating tracks and terminating tracks� We assume that the binary
variables zi����iN with precisely one nonzero index are free to be assigned and that the corresponding cost coe�cients
are well�de�ned� Actually these cost coe�cients with exactly one nonzero index can be translated to zero by cost
shifting without changing the optimal assignment�
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The only known methods for solving this problem optimally are enumerative in nature� with branch�and�bound
being the most e�cient� However� such algorithms are too slow for real�time applications� Because of the noise
included in the cost coe�cients� it is su�cient to �nd suboptimal solutions that are within the noise level of the true
solution�

There are a variety of Lagrangian relaxation based methods� and large classes of these are explained in pub�
lications���� Because a moving window is usually used for track maintenance and track initiation� we prefer an
algorithm that �rst relaxes an N�dimensional assignment problem down to a ��dimensional assignment problem�
optimizes over the multipliers� and then restores feasibility using an 
N�	� dimensional assignment problem� This
procedure is repeated on successive recovery problems until a ��dimensional assignment problem is reached� which
can be solved optimally in polynomial time� This algorithm is summarized in Dr� Poore�s work��

One of the key user inputs in this particular Lagrangian relaxation algorithm is the number of nonsmooth
optimization steps that are taken� Usually the quality of the solution improves with the number of iterations� This
improvement is not monotone� but has slight variations up and down� as the number of iterations increases� With �
or so iterations� the solution quality is generally well within the noise level of the underlying problem� however� there
is an ever increasing demand for better solution quality or examination of the relation between a �good� solution
and one that is �better��

There are several approaches to improving solution quality� One approach is to increase the number of iterations
in the multiplier adjustments 
nonsmooth optimization steps�� Another is to �rst generate a good solution and then
use a local search technique to examine the solutions in a neighborhood of the existing one� Although we have had
only marginal improvements with this approach� we believe that this avenue still needs to be explored� Another
currently popular approach is to use the K�best solutions of the two dimensional assignment problem	 to examine
di�erent potential solutions� Disappointingly� our testing shows that this approach has also failed to lead to any
appreciable improvements to the relaxation solutions�

In this work� we develop three algorithms for improving the solution quality� The �rst is a heuristic to decide
which solutions of the two dimensional assignment problem 
that arises in the nonsmooth optimization iterations�
lead to improved solutions of the data association problem� The second algorithm is an enumerative technique framed
in the partial branch and bound paradigm and that generally yields uniformly improved multiple solutions� The
third algorithm is to use Murty�s K�best solutions of the two dimensional assignment problem as the branching rule
to compute K�near optimal feasible solutions�

An overview of the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm is in Chapter �� In Chapter � the index alignment selection
heuristic and the partial branch�and�bound algorithm are presented� The K�near optimal algorithm based on Murty�s
method is presented in Chapter �� Numerical results are presented in Chapter ��

�� LAGRANGIAN RELAXATION ALGORITHM AND INNER PROBLEM

���� Overview of Lagrangian Relaxation Algorithm

For an N�dimensional assignment problem the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm consists of N�	 stages� In the �rst
stage� the last 
N��� constraint sets are relaxed by applying Lagrangian multipliers 
u�� � � � � un�� The dual problem
is�
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The next task is to maximize the dual problem with respect to the multiplier vector 
u�� � � � � un�� which is
accomplished by using techniques of non�smooth optimization� In each step� a new multiplier vector is generated
and the corresponding solution is computed which determines an index alignment for the �rst � index sets� say
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Based on this index alignment an 
N � 	��dimensional assignment problem is constructed by setting cn��
ji����in

�
cni�
j�i�
j�i����in and keeping only those arcs with the �rst two indices appearing in �� Its dual problem is formed in
the same way we do with the original N�dimensional assignment problem by relaxing all but the last two constraint
sets from� The process continues and N � �� N � � � � � � dimensional assignment problems are formed and alignments
made� At the last stage a ��dimensional assignment problem is formed and solved� Thus a near optimal feasible
solution for the original problem is found�

This algorithm is not intended to �nd an optimal solution� The solution it �nds is sub�optimal with the optimal
value of the dual function �n
u

�� u�� � � �un� being its lower bound� Denote the objective function f
x� where x is
a feasible solution to the original N�dimensional assignment problem� For the optimal dual solution 
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with the corresponding �x being a feasible solution for the original problem� we have f
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�u�� �u�� � � � �un�� is an approximate measure of the duality separation for the
problem and is an important measurement of the performance of the algorithm�

���� Inner Problem

In the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm we maximize the dual of the recovery problem directly after maximizing
the relaxed dual� As a modi�cation to the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm we add an intermediate step called the
Inner Problem� Suppose we have a multiplier vector 
u�� u�� � � �un� which maximizes �n
u

�� u�� � � � � un� together
with an index alignment for the �rst two frames � � f
i�
j�� i�
j��jj �  � � �M�g� The inner problem is constructed
by removing from the original N�dimensional assignment problem all the arcs with �rst two indices not in �� The
inner problem is denoted �n
u

�� � � � � un���� For the same multiplier vector 
u�� u�� � � � � un�� we can prove that the
value of the dual problem is less than the value of the inner problem� And a similar result holds for later stages�
Thus the optimal value of the inner problem is a better lower bound for the �nal feasible solution than the optimal
value of the dual problem�

Also� numerical results show that if the multiplier vector 
vk�� � � � vn� maximizes the inner problem� then

vk�� � � � vn� is generally a better initial multiplier vector with which to start the maximizing of the dual of the
recovery problem� and which leads to less running time and improved solution quality�

�� THE PARTIAL BRANCH�AND�BOUND ALGORITHM

���� Heuristic for Choosing Index Alignment

The function �n
u
�� � � � � un� is concave and very �at near its minimum� Since the subgradient of the dual problem

corresponding to a particular multiplier is the number of times the relaxed constraint is violated� the greater the



norm of the subgradient� the greater the duality separation may be� Thus� in choosing the multiplier vector to carry
on the recovery procedure� both the dual function value and the subgradient norm should be considered� If two
multiplier vectors have di�erent subgradient norms� we choose the one with smaller norm� otherwise we choose the
one with better objective function value�

The above discussion can be stated in this way� given two multiplier vectors each associated with a subgradient
vector� the one with the smaller subgradient vector norm has a better possibility to recover a better feasible solution�

���� Partial Branch and Bound

The improvement in solution quality and the computation of K�near optimal solutions is accomplished via an enu�
merative technique that is framed within the branch�and�bound paradigm� The goal is to do a partial enumeration
by selectively choosing which branches to examine�

During the non�smooth optimization procedure for stage k we come up with a set of pk multiplier vectors where
pk is the number of non�smooth optimization iterations in stage k 
in each iteration one new multiplier vector is
generated and an index alignment is calculated�� Associated with each multiplier vector is an index alignment� If we
pursue further iterations from each of these index alignments� the possibility of �nding a very good feasible solution
will increase greatly�

Let Y denote all the feasible solutions for the original problem and consider the following partition�

Y � Y� � Y� � Y� � � � � � YP� � �Y 
��

There is an index alignment �i of the �rst two frames for each Yi� Let �Y denote the set of all the feasible solutions
that don�t conform to ��� ��� � � � or �P� � i�e�� the unlisted solutions� Because of its size� it is less likely to �nd a
good solution from �Y � Thus it is not examined� For each branch Yi� we form the recovery problem� perform the
non�smooth optimization process and make partitions again� We continue with the partition process till we arrive
at the ��D assignment problem�

After one has obtained a feasible solution� it is possible to delete some branches by comparing this feasible solution
value to a lower bound of the feasible solutions conforming to that branch� If the lower bound is greater than the
best primal feasible solution� further computation on this branch is unnecessary� i�e� there is no chance of obtaining
a better solution from this branch�

A lower bound for all the feasible solutions contained in the branch Yi�i����ik is computed by forming the inner
problem on this branch and �nding its maximum� As stated before� the reason for introducing the inner problem is
to get a better lower bound� and if it is necessary to pursue this partition� a better multiplier to start the next stage
of non�smooth optimization with�

To �nd multiple solutions� a solution bu�er S with a predetermined size is set up� It keeps the best feasible
solutions ever found� In this case if S is full� deleting some branches is done by comparing the lower bound of that
branch to the worst solution in S� Otherwise when S is not full we don�t cut out any branches�

�� K�NEAR OPTIMAL ALGORITHM BASED ON MURTY�S METHOD

As stated before� another popular method in generating multiple solutions is to construct the k�best solutions for the
��D assignment problem with Murty�s method and use these k alignments to start further iteration� This algorithm
is implemented in our solver� The Murty based K�near optimal algorithm has the same structure as the partial
branch and bound algorithm except that the k�best algorithm uses a di�erent branching rule� This is stated below�

� Form the relaxed dual problem�

� Perform the nonsmooth optimization on the dual problem� During this process the best multiplier vector and
index alignment are chosen according to the heuristic proposed in section ��	� If the relaxed value is greater
than the feasible solutions having yielded� then stop pursuing this branch and go to the next branch�

� Using Murty�s method to �nd the K�best solutions of the corresponding ��D assignment problem for the
multiplier chosen�

� For each solution yielded �x the alignment index and go on to the next stage of Lagrangian relaxation�



	� NUMERICAL RESULTS

	��� Problem Generation

Our algorithm is designed for the multitarget tracking environment� All the test problems used here are generated
from a tracking simulation application� Tracking simulation consists of two parts�

	� Modeling� Random tracks and corresponding reports are generated in �D space� Noise� misdetections and false
alarms are added�

�� Filtering and Scoring� Possible tracks 
hypotheses� are �ltered and scored�� Those with a high enough
likelihood ratio are kept� These are the arcs in the multidimensional assignment problem�

The number of observations varies in each scan� In most cases they are close to each other� The dimension of
the assignment problem is the tracking window size�

	��� The Index Alignment Selection Heuristic

First a six dimensional assignment problem is generated with ����	 arcs� This is one of the more complex and
yet reasonably sized problems that we have managed to create using our tracking simulator� Each scan has about
� observations� The Lagrangian relaxation algorithm is performed with and without the index selection heuristic�
Because the non�smooth optimization procedure converges slowly� we iterate only a given number of iterations before
terminating�

Figure 	 shows the solution quality for both algorithms� The optimality is measured by comparing to the best
objective function value we have ever computed� For the basic Lagrangian relaxation algorithm� there are two big
variations after   steps� which may deteriorate the solution quality to as low as !�" of optimal� In the Lagrangian
relaxation algorithm with alignment selection� the solution quality stays above ! " after ! steps� and in the worst
cases the solution quality stays on !#"� Of all the �� results� � results of basic Lagrangian relaxation algorithm
are above !!" of optimal� while for alignment selection this number is 	�� 	� results of basic Lagrangian relaxation
algorithm stays below ! "� while for alignment selection this number is �� which all happens before ! steps� This
�gure shows that the solution quality is improved and stablized� which justi�es the validity of the index alignment
selection heuristic�

It should be pointed out that during the �rst � steps of non�smooth optimization iterations� alignment selection
doesn�t appear to be superior to the basic Lagrangian relaxation algorithm� The reason is that when we apply
our selection heuristic� we make the assumption that the dual function value is close to its optimal� so it is the
subgradient vector norm that plays the major role� Indeed during the early period of non�smooth iteration the dual
function value is far away from the optimal point� which misleads the alignment selection heuristic� It is suggested
to allow non�smooth optimization close to the optimal point when applying the index alignment selection heuristic�
Sometime this will takes lots of time� One way to deal with this is to set a large accuracy tolerance while solving the
non�smooth optimization�

To further show the index alignment selection heuristic works� another six assignment problems are tested in table
�� Each of them is of � dimension with around � observations per scan� During computation we allow non�smooth
optimization to converge to its optimal value� For each problem the lower bound and the two feasible solutions are
solved both with and without applying the index alignment selection heuristic� The results are shown in �gure ��
Alignment selection improves the solution quality for � out of � cases and for 	 it remains the same�

It is shown that if we allow non�smooth optimization to converge� the algorithm with index selection always
outperforms the one without selection�

	��� The Partial Branch�and�Bound Algorithm

There are three parameters for partial branch�and�bound algorithm� The �rst is the number of solutions desired�
Remember that if the solution bu�er is full� the bound of the branch�and�bound algorithm is set to the worst feasible
solution in the solution bu�er� Otherwise� if the solution bu�er is empty� no branches are cut� Increasing this
parameter will slow down the algorithm by increasing the number of branches searched� i�e�� the more solutions one
desires� the slower the program runs� In this test we set the solution number to 	�



Figure �� Comparison of Alignment Selection for Di�erent Number of NSO Iteration Steps�

Figure �� Comparison of Alignment Selection for Di�erent Problems�

The second parameter is the branching number� which is the number of branches enumerated at each stage� The
more branches enumerated� the better solutions we will �nd� Increasing it will cause more branches to be enumerated�
which increases the running time� We will show later that the running time increases less than linearly�

The last parameter is the number of non�smooth optimization iterations performed� Performing fewer non�smooth
optimization iterations tends to shorten the running time of maximizing each subproblem� but decreases the quality
of their solutions� which may cause more subproblems to be solved due to the ine�cient branch cutting� Like the
e�ect of changing non�smooth iterations maybe comprehensive� i�e�� it may increase or decrease the running time�
Generally it is required that non�smooth iteration should be performed until no major improvement for dual problem
can be found� This can be achieved by setting an adequate � in the non�smooth optimization solver�

We applied the partial branch�and�bound algorithm on the complicated problem we used in �gure 	� The
branching number is set to �� which is moderate for good solution quality and fast speed� The 	 best solutions are
desired throughout these test cases� For di�erent non�smooth optimization steps the results from partial branch�
and�bound are shown in �gure �� The results from the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm are also shown in �gure �
for comparison� Running time comparison are shown in �gure ��

Compared to �gure 	 the solution quality of partial branch�and�bound algorithm is greatly improved� The best
solutions yielded from partial branch�and�bound algorithm are always better than Lagrangian relaxation algorithm�
For all cases the best solutions are within ��" of optimal� Quality of the 	th best solutions increases steadly as the
number of non�smooth optimization iterations increases� In �	 out of all �� cases� the 	th best solutions of partial
branch�and�bound algorithm are better than the solutions from the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm�

The solution quality of partial branch�and�bound algorithm is very stable� There are no steep jumps in the
solution quality as the number of non�smooth optimization varies� Also both the best solutions and the 	th best
solutions have a stable increasing trend as the number of non�smooth optimization increases� It is shown in �gure �



Figure �� Results of Partial Branch�and�Bound Algorithm for Branching Number��� Seeking 	 Best Solutions�

Figure �� Running Time of Partial Branch�and�Bound Algorithm�

that partial branch�and�bound algorithm may cost �" more time than the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm� while
it gives signi�cantly better solutions to the problem�

The running time of partial branch�and�bound algorithm is not proportional to the number of non�smooth itera�
tions taken� As stated before� this is because �nding a better lower bound for the original problem will possibly cut
o� more branches� which helps increasing the speed� Figure � shows the running time of partial branch�and�bound
algorithm on one problem for di�erent branching numbers� The number of NSO iterations is set to 	� Still 	 best
solutions are desired� The running time increases less than linearly as branching number increases� Its trend tends
to become �atter as the branching number increases� Figure � shows the total number of solutions computed from
the program� Compared to the maximal possible number of solutions which is 
BranchingNumber��� as much as
!!" of the possible searching space can be ruled out 
in the case of Branching Number is ��� by branch cutting�

	��� Comparison of Partial Branch�and�Bound Algorithm and Murty Based K�Near
Optimal Algorithm

We tested this algorithm on the same problem we did for the partial branch and bound algorithm� Also we look
for 	 best solutions� Figure # and �gure  show the comparison� From �gure # we see the best solution from this
K�best algorithm is much worse than the best solution from partial branch and bound algorithm when the number
of NSO iterations performed is less than 	� After that they tends to be close to each other� From �gure  in most
cases the 	th best solutions from K�best algorithm are worse than the 	th best solutions from partial branch and
bound algorithm� Solutions from partial branch and bound algorithm are more stable with the changing of NSO
iterations�

We think the unstable solution quality of the K�best algorithm is because that the K�best solutions of a ��D
assignment problem may be quite similar to each other� Thus if one of these alignments gives a bad solution� the
other ones are unlikely to give good solution�



Figure �� Running Time Comparison for Di�erent Branching Number�

Figure 	� Number of Solutions Yielded In Partial Branch and Bound Algorithm

There are several cases that Murty based algorithm gives better solutions than partial branch and bound algo�
rithm� The reason is still that the K�best solutions of a ��D assignment problem are close to each other� If one of
them yields a good feasible solution� the other ones are likely to give good solutions as well�


� CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a variant of the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm for constructing multiple quality
solutions to the multidimensional assignment problem� An enumeration algorithm based on the branch and bound

Figure 
� Best Solution Comparison Between K�Best Algorithm and Partial Branch and Bound algorithm�



Figure �� 	�th Best Solution Comparison Between K�Best Algorithm and Partial Branch and Bound algorithm�

framework with a special selection heuristic algorithm has been developed with appropriate branching and ordering
rules� Compared to continuation of iteration to reduce the duality separation� the new algorithm generates superior
solutions in less time�
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